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“Only a life lived in service to others is worth living” Albert Einsten 
 

 

VISIT TO NKAIMURUNYA WITH GUESTS FROM DISTRICT 6220 

 

 
         

 

          

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                    

This month we had the pleasure of hosting a group from 
District 6220 who were in the country to visit some of their 
projects in the country including those they had sponsored 
through  RC Karen. Their main visit was to their project in 
Maayuni in Machakos where they were putting up water tanks 
for collecting water during the rainy season. District 6220 had 
funded the project at Nkaimurunya and group from RC Karen 
took the team to the school. The children were very excited 
they received us with so much joy. It was evident to us that the 
children and the teachers at the school were very grateful for 
the getting their walls and floors plastered painted. As a sign of 
their appreciation we were given the goats in the picture  
which we intend to fundraise with. 

 



 

 

PAUL HARRIS FELLOW AWARDS. 

 

                
The smile of a man who just got his PHF. As always Rotarians from Karen stand in solidarity with their friend 

and fellow  Rotarian. Beautiful smiles ladies and gentlemen. Congratulations Rotarian David White. 
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“The highest of distinctions is service to others.” 

King George IV (1762-1830);  

King of Great Britain, Ireland and Hanover 

 

http://www.values.com/inspirational-quote-authors/877-King-George-IV
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“Service to a just cause rewards the worker with more real happiness and satisfaction than any other venture 

of life.” 

Carrie Chapman Catt (1859-1947); American Women's Rights Activist 
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Edward "Ted" Kennedy (1932-2009); Us Senator 
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We were privileged to have our DG visit with us and the visit started with inspection of some of the clubs projects. Above  DG Bimal, 

Country Chair Sally, AG Mbogo, Madam Monica of the Karen police station and of course, the Gang from RCK led by president Esther.  

      
After going round to visit our projects, DG Bimal talked with us. Yeah, he talked with us don’t let the photo fool you. We had an 

interactive session with our DG, meanwhile the President Esther took a back seat looking all pretty. Not to forget our lovely Country Chair 

Sally, loved you outfit. 

           
And finally the DG’s  visit ended with this photo session signing the ‘This close’. Rotarian FT we can see you hand.  
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